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COURTS CONTINUE TO BLOCK TRUMP’S
TRAVEL BAN- On Thursday, Feb. 9, the United
States Court of Appeals refused to reinstate
President Donald Trumps travel ban on seven
predominantly Muslim nations. “National security
concerns are unreviewable,” said the court after
the hearing. The decision was a continuation of
lastFriday’s ruling made by James L. Robart, a U.S.
District Senior Judge from Seattle. His decision
blocks crucial parts of the initial ban, allowing
many to enter the U.S. The court held its ruling
based on the argument that there is no evidence
that anyone from Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, Syria or Yemen have committed terrorist
acts in the U.S. Trump immediately backlashedby
tweeting, “SEEYOU IN COURT, THE SECURITY
OF OUR NATION IS AT STAKE!” He claims that
the courts do not have the power to overturn a
law
that is based on the presidents national security
assessments. The decision will go to the Supreme
Court next and could end in a 4-to-4 deadlock
keeping the appeals courts ruling in place.
CHOLERA VACCINES ARE GROWING IN
EFFECTIVENESS AND AVAILABILITY—
Researchers have new hope for countries such
as Haiti and Ethiopia who face large outbreaks
of Cholera. “More cholera vaccines have been
deployed over the last two years than in the
previous 15 years combined,” Dr. Margaret
Chan said in an interview with The New York
Times. New statistics show a drastic decrease
in outbreaks, a higher number in preventative
measures and cheaper vaccine costs. Vibrio
Cholera is a bacterium that clings to human
intestines and emits a toxin within. It has been a
threat in nearly 70 countries since the early 1800s.
Today, the new treatment protocol is so effective
that it saves 99.9 percent ofall victims. Soon, there
may be enough of the vaccine to begin routinely
vaccinating in many countries. The International
Center for Diarrheal Disease Research has been
conducting heavy testing and research.
NEWS
TRUMP PUBLICALLY CRITICIZES NORDSTROM
DEPARTMENT STORE—President Donald
Trump took to Twitter after the department store
Nordstrom announced they would drop Ivanka
Trump’s clothing and accessory line due to a
decrease in sales. “My daughter Ivanka has been
treated so unfairly by @Nordstrom. She is a great
person—always pushing me to do the right thing!
Terrible!” he tweeted. Trump has been criticized
for mixing his presidential influence with his
family business ties. Trump supporters have
begun to call for a boycott of Nordstrom. Many
other companies, including T.J. Maxx, Marshalls
and Neiman Marcus, have openly voiced their
disagreement with the new president, and have
reduced the prominence of Ivanka’s products in
their stores. In August, Bloomingdale’s committed
to selling her clothes in seven ofits stores.
LARGEST ANTARCTIC ICE BREAK-OFF
EXPECTED TO HAPPEN WITHIN THE NEXT
FEW MONTHS-Antarctica’s fourth-largest ice
shelf has a crack that scientists say will completely
break off in the next few months. “The riff tip
has moved from one region, of likely softer ice,
to another,” said Adrian J. Luckman, the lead
researcher for Project Midas, a research team
that has monitored the riff since 2014. The riff
only needs to travel about 20 miles more to
reach the other end. This would cause one of the
largest icebergs ever reported to break free. Since
December, the crack has slowly gained more stress
and has grown by the length of about five football
fields per day. Ifthe waterfrontcontinues to retreat
toward the ice shelf’s compressive arch, a line that
is critical for structural support, scientists say the
northernmost part of the shelf could collapse.
Such a collapse will cause a significant change to
the landscape of the Antarctic Peninsula.
TRUMP TURNS HIS ATTENTION TOWARD
ISRAELI-PALESTINE CONFLICT-President
Donald Trump and his advisory committee
are now speaking on the Israeli-Palestine
conflict,developing a strategy that would call for
Arab nations such as Saudi Arabia and Egypt to
break the years-long gridlock. Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel, who will visit the
United States next week, supports this decision.
He said he hopes it will support Sunni Muslim
countries in trying to counter the rise of a Shiite-
led Iran. However, Arab officials have warned the
Trump administration that Arab countries will
only agree to help if the U.S. does not push their
pro-Israel agenda upon them. Trump has delayed
his plans to move the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem
after warnings from Arab leaders. The leaders
stated that such a move would anger Palestinians
and cause protests. Trump has also authorized a
statement that cautioned Israel on its plan to build
West Banksettlementsbeyond where they lie now.
DEVOS APPROVED AS NEW SECRETARY OF
EDUCATION—On Tuesday, Feb. 7, Betsy DeVos
was confirmed as the new Secretary ofEducation,
after a 51-to-50 vote by senate with Vice President
Mike Pence as the tiebreaker. This marks the first
time a vice president was been called in to break a
tie for cabinet nominees. Thevote comes monthsof
criticismtowardDeVos. Protesters, democrats and
two Republican chair members who voted against
her have argued that DeVos is unqualified for the
position, largely due to her lack offamiliarity with
the public school system. A wealthy Republican
who has spent manyyears ofher career supporting
charter schools and vouchers, she will now be the
steward for nearly 100,000public schools. She was
the first of Trump’s nominees to not complete an
Ethics Review prior to appearing before a Senate
panel; she completed hers two daysafter she had a
confirmation hearing.
Erika can be reached at
esilva@su-spectator.com.
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A GRAND REOPENING OF SEATTLE U’S MODEL UNITED NATIONS CLUB
Madeline Mesa
Staff Writer
The revival of Seattle University’s
Model United Nations Club
now offers students a home and
community for those interested in
global humanitarianefforts. The club’s
resurgence has been orchestrated by
students Sam Schultheis and Kate
Hannick, who are passionate about
sharing the values reflected in the
Model UN Club.
“I thinkthe Model UN has two main
components that are really beneficial
to people. It helps people hone a lot
of really important skills, anything
from public speaking, to researching,
to crafting policy. Also it gives you a
perspective into global awareness, and
it inherently involves putting yourself
into the role of representing another
country,” said club Secretary-General
Sam Schultheis.
Members meet and prepare for
conferences. In these conferences,
eachclub member, or delegate, is given
a country in the UN to represent, and
then all delegates are given the same
issue, whether it be environmental,
humanitarian, etc. The delegate has
to represent the country’s current
stance on the said issue, and then offer
their own solution to the problem, in
accordance to their country’s beliefs.
At the end of each conference, a vote
will take place to determine who will
be leaving the Model UN conference
with some awards and titles.
Although delegates work
individually, they represent a team.
“Every single delegate is just as
important as the next,” said club
Director-General Justin Bindel.
“If you’re really doing it right,
you’re going into the country itself
and try and get that viewpoint,
trying to understand what that
necessitates, what that brings. It’s a
really unique experience being able
to put yourself in that position and
talk about all kinds of international
issues,” Schultheis said.
The club also works to raise
awareness about global humanitarian
movements and how they work
Seattle U Model United Nations members meet in the library KYLE KOTANI
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with the UN. “Everyone thinks that
the United Nations is a security
council and that’s it, which is not
a great viewpoint to have on the
UN because the security council is
very, very flawed. And so people see
that and they think that the whole
organization is useless,” Schultheis
said. “But the fact of the matter is, the
UN has dozens of different branches
and organizations that touch upon
every possible aspect ofhumanitarian
international relations. Anything from
drug trafficking, to world health, to
environmental protection. There are
things that the UN does that people
are barely aware of.
”
“Basically everyone who was in the
club either transferred, or graduated,
and it [the club] crumbled, but luckily
Sam and Kate Hannick decided
to build it back up,” says Bindel in
response to the club’s dwindling
presence on campus. “The first thing
that drew me in, was when Sam said
‘This is a club that points out your
talents, and exaggerates them.’ People
who are good at public speaking,
people who are good at legal writing,
who are good at team building; this is
the club for them,” Bindel said.
Catt Thompson, the club’s
undersecretary-general of recruiting,
said she joined the club knowing
nothing about what Model UN was.
“After learning more about it and
getting to know everyone involved, I
am so glad to be a part ofit. There’s such
a strong community around it and,
even if you’re not particularly skilled
at public speaking or don’t know a lot
about international politics, you will
still be welcomed with open arms,”
Thompson said. “I can honestly saythat
our weekly meetings are consistently
a high point of my entire week. I
can’t recommend enough for anyone
who is even just slightly interested to
FEBRUARY 15. 2017
come check it out because we really
have a great thing going here and I
believe SUMUN has a bright future
ahead of it.”
While Model UN meetings are
currently centered around their
upcoming Portland conference,
those interested in joining are still
encouraged to come to meetings
and become acquainted with how
model UN works. “It taught me
everyone’s important. And ifyou want
something, and you speak your voice,
you can get it,” said Bindel.
Meetings are Mondays at 8 p.m. in
room 272 in the Seattle U Lemieux
Library, and the Secretary General
can be reached at schulthe@seattleu.
edu for more information.
Madeline may be reached at
mmesa@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U ONE OF 10 SCHOOLS SELECTED TO HOST CAMP KESEM
Bailee Clark
Volunteer Writer
Camp Kesem isn’t just a summer
camp—it’s much more. It’s a unique
organization that offers a week filled
with fun activities and empowerment
to kidswho have afamily memberwith
cancer. This year, Seattle University
was elected via online votes as one of
10 universities in the country to host
the camp in summer of 2018.
Camp Kesem would not have
made it to Seattle U if it weren’t
for a few passionate leaders who
worked relentlessly to get our school
nominated and selected for hosting.
One of these students is Johanna
Rapport, a sophomore nursing major.
Rapport was a camper at Kesem at
the University of California Berkeley
branch. After aging out of the camp
at 16, she became a counselor in
training for two years. She described
the lifelong impact the camp
has had on her.
“I had never been to a camp before
Kesem. At first I was skeptical and
a bit uncomfortable,” Rapport said.
“But it was such a safe, welcoming,
and fun environment that I overcame
these initial feelings and grew to
love the camp.”
She described Kesem as a place of
hope that reminds kids that they aren’t
alone. The camp is open to children
between the ages of six and 16. It is led
by volunteer college student leaders
and is hosted at locations across the
country. Last year, more than 6,000
children attended.
The camp offers many fun activities
like sports, crafts and goofy games.
Rapport described a camp activity
called the “Messy Olympics,” where
counselors sit in pools and let the
kids make them into sundaes with
ice cream, chocolate syrup and
the works.
Steve Mancia is another student who
worked on getting Kesem to Seattle U.
“The camp allows kids to be kids
again and let go of their problems
and have fun and connect with each
other,” Mancia said.
Camp Kesem is also unique for its
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Camp Kesem’s logo
empowerment activities that campers
and counselors take part in, such as a
bonding experience where all of the
kids sit in a circle and pass around a
ball of yarn. Each kid wraps the yarn
around their wrist and says what they
like about Camp Kesem or what it
means to them. Rapport described
this as a safe time to share wheremany
emotions come out.
“When I saw the camp counselors
crying with us, I realized that crying
is not a sign of weakness, it is simply
an expression. I felt safe to show my
emotions alongwiththe othercampers
and counselors,” Rapport said.
The event at Seattle U this summer
will show the kids they aren’t alone.
It often leads to lifelong friendships
among campers and counselors.
Another student who has been
influential in getting Kesem to Seattle
U is Roisin Sleven, a junior biology
major. Sleven was a counselor in
training (CIT) at one of the first
chapters of the camp at UC Berkeley.
She will also help prepare Seattle U to
host Camp Kesem.
The preparation this quarter and
the process is like building a business.
She and other leaders will have to
find sponsors, look over applications
from student leaders, train the student
leaders, plan the camp and make sure
everything is all set up. A campus club
has been created to prepare and run
Camp Kesem.
Sleven has high hopes for the
upcoming camp, saying that Seattle U
has been verysupportive and involved
in the process of getting our school
nominated and selected. In fact,
Seattle U was the smallest school to
be selected to host the camp; the next
smallest school had a population of
around 15,000 students.
Seattle U ended up in fifth place—an
unexpected accomplishment. Sleven
said that she was becoming worried
the school would not be selected, but
within the last hour of voting Seattle
U jumped from the tenth to fifth
spot. Rapport, Roisin and Mancia all
mirrored the sentiment that Seattle U
and the city of Seattle is a caring and
supportive community.
Applications to volunteer at
Camp Kesem will be available
soon for anyone who wants to
become involved.
“The camp is a fantastic thing to get
involved in, and you can choose your
level of involvement,” Sleven said.
“It is a great opportunity for college
students to gain business experience
and become involved in a nationwide
network. Also, it is a concrete
way to make a positive difference
in kids’ lives.”
Our school’s mission statement
says that “Seattle University is
dedicated to educating the whole
person, to professional formation,
and to empowering leaders for a just
and humane world.” Based on this, it
only seems fitting that we are to host
a camp that offers empowerment
to our community and professional
leadership opportunities to students.
Specific dates for when Camp
Kesem Seattle University is expected
to be held at Seattle U will be
announced soon.
Editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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RECYCLEMANIA CLEANS UP SEATTLE U CAMPUS
Les Tobias
Staff Writer
On a wet day in front of the Lemieux
Library and McGoldrick Learning
Commons, students donned rubber
gloves and rain coats to sort through
a mountain of Seattle University’s
trash. Plastic bags were piled high on
tarps, waiting for their insides to be
meticulously inspected and re-sorted
by diligent volunteers.
Last week Seattle U kicked off its
participation in RecycleMania, a
competition between colleges and
universities to promote decreased
waste and increased waste diversion.
This is the first year Seattle U will take
part in the national tournament, and
it has set a goal of 80 percent diversion
by the events end.
The 2017 tournament began on
campus with “Garbology,” an event
where volunteers sifted through
one day’s worth of trash to see how
effectively we, as a community,
divert our waste into the appropriate
recycling, compost or trash cans on
campus. Of the 323 pounds of trash
collected that day, 247 pounds of
recyclables and compostables were
diverted from the landfill.
Happily slogging around in the rain
was Seattle U Recycling Coordinator
and Compost TechnicianEric Elliott.
Despite the inclement weather,
he greets curious onlookers
enthusiastically and provided
important information.
“I’ve participated in RecycleMania
as a student, and I thought it was
a fun way to spread an important
message: we, as a university, have a
responsibility to work to reduce the
amount of waste we send to landfills
each year,” Elliott said.
During 2016, 69 percent of Seattle U
waste was diverted, recycled, turned
into compost or reused. However, 31
percent was sent to landfills, which
equals about 150 pounds of waste per
full-time student.
Yolanda Cieters in the Sustainability
Manager for Seattle U’s Center
for Environmental Justice -and
Sustainability, and explained
RecycleMania’s goal to increase
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Eric Elliot, SU’s Recycling Coordinator and Compost Technician, kick-started RecycleMania with the Garbology event.
awareness, and increase the
community’s waste diversion total
from 69 percent the previous year.
“There is still a lot of waste
generation, and doing a competition
like RecycleMania isdefinitely atool to
engage our community, where are we
today at Seattle U as far as recycling,
and composting, and waste,” Cieters
said.
She said the goal is 80 percent waste
diversion as a campus for the rest of
the year.
Sierra Suafoa-McClain is a
sophomore business major, and
works for the Grounds Department
on campus. Her work and passion for
the environment compelled her to get
involvedwith Garbology.
“My own motivation to volunteer
comes fromwanting to educate myself
and my peers on
how we can reduce
our impact on the environment,”
Suafoa-McClain said. “I think that
RecycleMania is an excellent way to
make long-lasting habits of proper
waste disposal,and that if the students
and faculty ofSeattle U build up those
good habits over the next eight weeks
we can each take that knowledge and
teach others.”
Garbology was the optical emphasis
the RecycleMania mission needed
to start off the event with a powerful
impact.
“Knowledge is power, and power is
change, so the more we know about
how to stop harming the Earth, the
faster it’ll happen,” Suafoa-McClain
said. “That’s why I encourageeveryone
to take the pledge for change.”
While Garbology may be over,
RecycleMania is more about building
a sustained awareness and improving
the habits of everyone who produces
waste.
“At the same time, we did a pledge. A
week before, and at Garbology as well,
we asked our campus community to
take the recycle pledge. I think we had
more than 150 folks who’ve signed up,
but it’s still possible,” Cieters said.
The pledge includes a list of proactive
steps and preventative measures
RecycleManiacs can selectively agree
to take part in, or engage in more
responsibly. The end goal is to raise
consciousness and solidify good
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habits that can have a positive impact
on the environment.
“We’re still sending messages out
and reaching out to folks to take
the RecycleMania pledge. There’s
a gift card involved at the end, and
they would be announced as our
RecycleManiacs of the year,” Cieters
said.
Through April 1, volunteers will
periodically be in the Student Center
to encourage individuals to sign the
RecycleManiacs pledge. If you would
like to help Seattle U reach its goal,
there will be several opportunities to
do so in person, or you can get other
information about King County’s
recycling policy, as well as helpful
sorting tools at https://goo.gl/5PxeJX.
Les may be reached at
ltobias@su-spectator.com
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WASHINGTON ATTORNEY GENERAL CHALLENGES IMMIGRATION BAN
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
The state of,Washington has been at
the forefrontofactivism andlegislative
activity ever since President Donald
Trumps inauguration by standing
against the presidents directives
despite federal pressures.
The City of Seattle chose to remain
a sanctuary city even at the cost of
losing federal funding. Seattle is
also the first major city in the United
States to divest from Wells Fargo
for its financial investments in the
Direct Access Pipeline, or DAPL,
in North Dakota.
Less than a month into Donald
Trumps presidency, Washington
State Attorney General Bob Ferguson
filed a lawsuit challenging Trump’s
immigration ban.
The announcement of the suit was
issued on Jan. 30, only three days after
Trump signed the executive order
suspending access for seven different
countries and indefinitely halting the
entry of Syrian refugees. Ferguson has
challenged the immigration ban on
the grounds that it is “unconstitutional
and illegal” and is working to have a
federal judge repeal its effects.
According to the Washington
State Attorney General website,
“Ferguson argues that the Executive
Order violates the U.S. Constitutions
guarantee of Equal Protection and
the First Amendments Establishment
Clause, infringes individuals’
constitutionalright to Due Process and
contravenes the federal Immigration
and Nationality Act.”
Ferguson said the lawsuit is outright
unconstitutional.’Tt violates the rule
of law and I will not put up with
it,” he said.
The attorney general’s lawsuit is not
only directed at the president, but
also members of his cabinet and the
Department of Homeland Security,
all of whom have either pushed the
executive order forward or have had a
hand in effecting it.
The ultimate goal of Ferguson’s suit
is an eventual lifting ofthe ban, but it
is supplemented by a more immediate
8 NEWS
clause. Included in the terms was a
restraining order that would prevent
the executive order from being
invoked in U.S. airports, where many
travelers have already been detained
or forcefullysent backto their country.
“The role of the federal courts is to
uphold the constitutional rights of
every person in the United States,”
said Lukas Kret, a senior political
science major. “Though the judiciary
has not always done that, such as
in Korematsu or many other cases,
Washington Attorney General Bob
Ferguson is clearly defending the
constitutional rights ofmany citizens
with his intervention this past week.”
If Trump’s immigration ban
is repealed by a federal judge as
intended, it will set a precedent for
future actions effected by the judicial
branch, something that has recently
become a major topic for discussion.
With President Trump’s wave of
planned and already active executive
orders, much of the public’s attention
has turned to the judicial branch
and whether or not they will deem
them constitutional. Current events
involving Trump and the courts have
also inspired conversations on the
boundaries of the president’s power.
“As much as there’s been a lot
of controversy and people up in
arms over Judge Bob Ferguson
blocking Trump’s executive order on
immigration, this is basically the job
of the U.S. judicial system,” said Kate
Saavedra, a junior political science
major. “Regardless of where you stand
politically, this is an essential part of
our country’s system of checks and
balances, and it’s dangerous to have a
president encouraging the notion that
he shouldn’t have to deal with it, that
his word is the ultimate law.”
Though Ferguson is challenging the
president himselfwith this lawsuit, he
is not alone in his efforts. The attorney
general has received vocal support
from Washington State Governor Jay
Inslee, who has also denounced the
executive order as unconstitutional
and discriminatory toward Muslims.
Ferguson’s office has also been in
contact with the attorney generals of
PHOTO VIA JOE MABEL
The current Attorney General of Washington, Bob Ferguson.
other states, and the State ofMinnesota
also backed the suit.
As we wait for Ferguson and his staff
to receive a hearing with the president,
we are left to compare this to past
cases in our country and use them as a
reference for what is to come.
Many Seattle U political science
professors have already been using
current events as a resource for
instruction, and this lawsuit will
certainly add to the conversation.
“We are covering these materials
and talking about them because they
are directly relevant to the lessons I
am teaching students,” said Angelique
Davis, an associate professor of
political science. “Right now we are
going into a time where people are
going to be singled out and targeted.
We needto stand together to lessenthe
amount of targeting and the amount
of people being literally picked off.”
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
SEATTLE IGNITED WOMEN PROJECT STRUGGLES TO REACH ALL WOMEN
Anna Kaplan
Staff Writer
TheSeattle Ignited Women Project met
in the Pigott Auditorium for the first
time on Saturday, seeking to redefine
what success and strength mean as a
woman. But some thought the events
impact was limited due to its narrow
definition of success and its reliance
on speakers from only one industry to
speak about their experiences.
Allison Tenney, a soccer and
performance coach at Seattle
University, organized the inaugural
event. Tenney said that after attending
a fitness summit over the summer
where she heard writer and activist
Erin Brown speak, shestarted thinking
about hosting an event where women
could come together to share their
stories of success.
Tenney said that the event is
aimed at a wide audience of fitness
enthusiasts and gym goers, as well
as anyone interested in joining the
conversation of what it means to be an
empowered woman.
“I want to enhance and expand the
conversation of female empowerment,
strength, success, autonomy, opinion,
and voice,” she said.
Although this event does achieve
these goals, the limitations of the
chosen speakers could restrict all
women from gaining the skills
advertised. All three speakers were
white women, and all work within
the sports industry, making their
definitions of success limited to their
experiences within those constraints.
The three speakers were Erin Brown,
Dianna Russini and Lori Lindsey.
Brown is a writer, speaker and
activist whose work focuses on
women, healing and autonomy.
Russini is a sports anchor for ESPN
SportsCenter, with years ofexperience
covering news and sports for NBC all
over the Northeast. Lindsey, a former
professional soccer player, had acareer
spanning 13 years, which included
helping the U.S. National Team to the
2012 Olympic Gold in London.
“As for my part, I primarily work-
through personal narratives which are
The logofor Seattle Ignited Womens project. samira shobeiri
• the spectator
both statistically significant and my
own,” Brown said at event. “I always
work with an intersectional lens and
an awareness of the limitations of
what I can speak to.”
Though the speakers acknowledged
their restrictions, some audience
members thought they still struggled
to appeal to all women due to their
collective lack of diversity.
Senior strategic communication
major April Jingco said this event
served as an example of intention
versus impact.
“I can see the intent is to unite
women and show them really
prominent things in their field, but
the impact for me as a woman of
color, and as someone who doesn’t
identify as someone who is interested
in athletics or sports, doesn’t seem
very inclusive to how I identify as a
woman,” Jingco said.
She also said that redefining success
as a woman is a very broad concept,
and that this event seemed like it was
catered , to a very specific group of
women, which is not something she
can relate to.
Jingco offered a few suggestions
for future versions of the event. She
said that although she isn’t personally
interested in sports, she would be
interested in hearing from a person
of color, or a queer person of color
in the sports industry, about the
ways their identities have affected
their experience.
The cost ofattending the event could
also inhibit some from being able to
go. Early bird ticket prices were $65,
and regular price tickets were $75,
plus taxes and fees. The event.was free
for students with a valid ID, but if the
target audience was women who want
to be motivated by successful people,
that cost could hinder many
middle
class working women from attending.
Tenney said that she is always
looking for diverse speakers that will
hold the attention of a wide rahge
of attendees in any given audience,
especially at this time in history.
“I think these three [speakers], for
year one, accomplish that,” she said.
“Dianna is one of very few women in
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the sports reporting world at the top of
the ‘chain at ESPN. Lori is openly gay
and an amazing advocate and voice
for the LGBTQ community, and Erin
has a very powerful personal narrative
thatmany connect with.”
The first Seattle Ignited Women
Project showed its growing pains
this weekend, but also seems to be
aware of, and willing to work on, its
shortfalls for future events.
Anna may be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
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WIN YOUR VALENTINE’S HEART
I just
want to
avocuddle.
HOROSCOPES
-O- LIBRA Ifk CAPRICORN V* ARIES CANCER
» 9/23-10/22 12/22-1/20 I 3/21-4/20 6/22-7/22
Your beat-boxing career is finally * New phone. Who dis? Pet rocks make a great late Read a book! Literacy is the new
going to take off. Valentine's day gift. black.
In scorpio aquarius x taurus q leo
ML 10/23-11/21 1/21-2/19 (_) 4/21-5/21 4 7/23-8/22
Look behind you. Stay hydrated this week! Drink water, You will meet a tall, handsome Looking hot this week! Now please
swim in it, submerge, become a fish. strangerthis week. stop setting everything on fire.
*3 SAGITTARIUS ¥ PISCES W GEMINI VIRGO
11/22-12/21 ® * 2/20-3/20 5/22-6/21 iff 8/23-9/22
The birds have been plotting- they YOU ARE OUR 1,000,000TH READER, The Chardin ghost is coming for you. Cut back on the salt this week. What
will set their plan in motion soon. CLICK HERE TO CLAIM YOUR PRIZE!!! are you, the Dead Sea?
BY CONNER MERRION
ETC...
you’re bacon
me crazy
about you!
whale you be mine?
I love you
a latte.
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THE 10
10 GOOD THINGS ABOUT
BEING SINGLE ON
VALENTINE’S DAY
O Low expectations
OYou can still eat all the
candy
©You don't have to buy
anyone dinner
o Independence!
©You can make it a TreatYourself day
©Snapchat and Instagramstill wish you a happy day
e More wine for you
©Netflix makes good
company
©More time to spend with
your mom
CA We can't think of anySr others...
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CITIZENS OF SU: UNIVERSITY STRIVES TO WELCOME ALL
JoshMerchant
Staff Writer
Since President Donald Trump
took office, students’ phones have
been flooded with “breaking news’
notifications. For some, the news
of Trump’s first executive orders
has led to apprehension regarding
the future of immigrants, refugees
and undocumented citizens in the
United States.
“I’m very anxious all the time,” said
senior public affairs major Carlos
Rodriguez. “It’s difficult for me to
concentrate when I’m busy thinking
about everything that’s going on.”
Rodriguez finds that his status as
an undocumented immigrant affects
almost everything in his life.
“Being undocumented, until
recently, I didn’t realize that it literally
affects every aspect of my life,” he
said. “From being able to get an ID or
driver’s license, getting a job, applying
to college, getting financial aid for
college, housing.”
Further, since making his status
public, Rodriguez finds himself even
more paranoid.
“People just look at me all the time,”
he said. “I don’t know what they’re
thinking and I, at the same time, don’t
want to know. But I’ll be at the Bistro,
and people will turn their heads and
look at me. So I think there’s a lot of
paranoia around whether or not they
support me. Even just going back to
my apartment, I make sure that no
one’s following me.”
In terms of the resources
available on campus, Rodriguez
has mixed feelings.
The fact that Seattle U accepts
undocumented students he said,
contributes to a sense of security on
campus. From a more general point
ofview, he said that the city of Seattle
and its liberal mindset make him feel
safer than he would have felt in his
home state ofGeorgia.
On the other hand, Rodriguez
says that the university fails in
some ways as well.
“I think there should have been
[and] could have been...more done
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to support undocumented students
throughout the college process,” he
said. “Yeah, there’s resources, but
I usually have to do some digging
for me to get an answer about my
status here, or anything related to
this university and my status. So
if those processes were easier, that
would make me feel not just safe, but
more comfortable and willing to be a
part of this university.”
In an attempt to show solidarity
with students threatened by
the new administration, many
universities across the nation
have begun to identify themselves
as “sanctuary campuses.”
This term, in itself, means very
little. It has no formal definition, and
signifies merely a commitment to
protect undocumented students in
whatever ways they can.
Seattle U has not chosen to declare
itselfone of these campuses as a result
ofthe term’s ambiguity.
“Seattle University hasn’t identified
with that, and part ofthe reason is that
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A man closed his eyes and lowered his head during apresentation on refugees at the Immigration Summit on Saturday.
that term isn’t defined,” said Assistant
University Counsel Dave Lance.
“Rather than focusing on whatever we
want to call it, we can talk about what
Seattle University really does for our
undocumented students, which is, I
think, the heart of it.”
The administration’s supportive
attitude toward undocumented
students is no secret, and it
never has been.
University President Fr.
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. said that
this attitude is deeply rooted in
Catholic social teaching.
“I was thinking —there are 228
Catholic Universities in the United
States, and I don’t think there’s a single
one of them that wasn’t founded
primarily to serve immigrants,”
he said. “So whether it was Seattle
University in 1891 with Irish and
German Catholics coming to the
Seattle area, whether it was any other
ofthe 228,really our higher education
system in the United States was
founded with a particular interest
in being able to educate immigrant
Catholic, populations that came
here in vast numbers and otherwise
didn’t have the opportunities
in America for education.”
In 2010, Fr. Sundborg wrote an Op-
Ed for the Los Angeles Times in favor
of the DREAM Act, which had just
been reintroduced to Congress.
Although that specific bill
failed to pass at the time, the
university has voiced its support
for the recent BRIDGE Act, which
attempts to further protect
undocumentedstudents.
“The university has reached out to
our senators in support of that,” Lance
said. “And there’s a few other letters of
support that have come from various
colleges and university presidents that
we’ve signed onto.”
As far as concrete action goes,
“we do whatever under the law
we’re able to do,” Lance said.
“During the admission process, if a
student’s undocumented, that has no
bearing on whether or not they would
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Spectator staffwriter Josh Merchant speaks with President Fr. Stephen Sundborg,
S.J.
get admitted. Ifthe federalgovernment
were to come and do some sort of an
immigration enforcement action, the
university is not gonna work with
them, unless they’re required to do
so,” he said.
Fr. Sundborg said that while he’s
working to protect undocumented
students on campus, he’s had
difficulty with communicating
eifectively with them.
“It’s one thing to put out a
communication and indicate these
are the resources that we can provide,”
he said. “[But] you wonder after a
period of time, how much does a
statement help? It’s some assurance,
and they know where the university
stands and it’ll do everything it can
within the limits of the law to be
supportive of our students, but you
need direct communication.”
Natasha Martin, Associate Vice
Provost for Institutional Inclusion
and Chief Diversity Officer, said that
she hopes that this university feels safe
for undocumentedstudents.
“I would say, even though the
‘sanctuary campus’ moniker doesn’t
have a legal effect when we’re talking
about a university setting, that the
desire and the intention of this
university is that they do feel like
this is a sanctuary for them,” Martin
said. “I’m certainly available. I want to
hear from them to the extent they’re
comfortable.”
As for what the Seattle U community
can do to protect undocumented
“THERE ARE 228 CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES IN THE
UNITED STATES, AND I DON’T THINK THERE'S A SINGLE
ONE OF THEM THAT WASN’T FOUNDED PRIMARILY
TO SERVE IMMIGRANTS.”
- PRESIDENT FR. STEPHEN SUNDBORG, S.J.
immigrants both on campus and
in the greater community, there are
many routes to take.
“Everyone keeps asking, ‘how qan
I best support you?’” said Rodriguez
said. “I would say validating—not
even that. Listening to people’s stories.
You don’t have to validate someone’s
story to make them feel better. I do
not need validation from anyone.
My life is real, and I have real lived
experiences, and that’s something that
only I know and will understand, so
I don’t need anyone to validate that
for me...How I came from being a
Mexican citizen and crossing the
border and then being here in college,
all of that is a real experience. And
having people know that, I think,
in a way, [makes them] see how
personally this administration can
affect people like me.”
“The other thing is calling
Congresspeople” he said. “I think
there’s a lot of power there.”
“First and foremost, just to be there
to support each other,” suggested
Martin. “Whether or not that means
engaging in courageous acts of love,
and whether that means you are
looking them in the eye when they feel
invisible and otherwise diminished,
whether it means sitting with them
and listening to their feelings about
their experiences and doing that with
an openmind and without judgment.”
At an event hosted by the Institute
for Catholic Thought and Culture
on Saturday, community leaders
attempted to address the recent
immigration rhetoric through a lens
ofCatholic social teaching.
In her speech on this topic, Executive
Director at IntercommunityPeace and
Justice Center Patty Bowman quoted
both scripture and Catholic officials as
evidence that Catholic social teaching
calls upon its followers to welcome
refugees and immigrants.
“To quote thebishop,” Bowman said,
“‘The church recognizes the right of
the sovereign toprotect and control its
borders in the service of the common
good of its citizens. However, this is
not an absolute right. Nations also
have an obligation to the universal
common good, and thus should seek
to accommodate migration to the
greatest extent possible.’”
Seattle University professor Amelia
Derr emphasized the need for
“solidarity” as opposed to “charity”
in her keynote speech.
“Solidarity means that we operate
upon
the understanding that our fates
are tied,” she said. “To be in solidarity
with migrants means to work to end
all kinds of oppression.”
Finally, at a panel during the
event, a common theme was the
importance of encounter. When asked
how community members can help,
Jose Ortiz from St. Charles and Tri-
Parish Food Bank responded simply
by telling audience members to
“come and see.”
As for other ways to help,
Derr argued that “direct action
is extremely important.”
In recognizing that many don’t have
the privilege of risking arrest, she
said, “it is my responsibility to put
myself in harm’s way.”
Beyond the importance of
meeting undocumented immigrants,
the panelists discussed how to
volunteer ethically and how to get
church congregations involved
with the community.
Moving forward, Fr. Sundborg
called on the universitycommunity to
engagewith their moral responsibility
toward undocumentedstudents.
“This touches at the very purposes
of our university, of our mission as
FEBRUARY 15, 2017
empowered leaders for a just and
humane world,” he said. “So this is
not a distant issue. It’s not an issue
for Washington DC; it’s not an issue
that’s far away from us. We have
our own dimension of this issue
that is very important for us, and I
think every one of us needs to ask
ourselves, ‘What can I do, personally,
to be of support for students and
their families in this time?’”
Further, Rodriguez emphasized the
inherent intersectionality ofthis issue.
“The conversation around
undocumented students isn’t just
about undocumented students—
it’s about so many other students
on this campus and around the
nation,” he said. “It’s about so many
other movements in the U.S. that
we should be talking about together
along with this issue.”
“I don’t see this as just an issue about
me,” he said. “It’s so much bigger than
that, and we need to start talking
about it like it’s a bigger issue.”
Joshcan be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com
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DIM SUM KING OFFERS CHEAP, GOOD EATS
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
On a street corner in the International
District sits a little business called
Dim Sum King. If you’re looking for
some quick, cheap and good dim sum
(around 80 cents a piece), then this is
the place for you.
Dim Sum King is a small restaurant
with plants lining the windows and a
small counter for ordering. The menu
is taped to the wall with pictures, and
I primarily used this as a reference for
what each food option actually was.
The ordering process consisted of
checking off menu items on sheets of
paper with the list of options, handing
the paper to the cashier and promptly
receiving your stacks of dim sum on
a red cafeteria tray. It was quick and
easy, and this is definitely a strictly
counter-service restaurant.
I decided to tryas many options as I
could and also tried to step outside of
my comfort zone with my order. My
friend and I got a ridiculous amount
offood for only around $20, and I was
impressed by how quickly we received
our dim sum.
The barbeque pork bun was one
ofmy favorite items we ordered. The
bun was pretty filling and could stand
on its own as a light lunch or snack
to grab on the go while exploring
the International District. In the
past, I have only ever experienced a
steamed pork bun and I found myself
preferring this bakedversion.
The barbeque pork mixture is
sweet, but not too overpowering. I
was also happily surprised with how
fluffy and delicious the roll was. This
was a slightly sweet roll stuffed with
barbecuedpork—what’s not to love?
I have an enormous weakness for
sweets, so when I saw the custard
bun on the menu, I had to try it.
It was a combination of two of my
favorite things: sugar and carbs. The
top of the bun was sprinkled with a
perfectly flaky sugary crumble, which
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complemented the fluffy texture of the
roll. On the first bite, creamy custard
oozed out and I instantly fell in love.
This custard bun was the best thing I
ate all day and I honestly haven’t been
able to stop thinking about it since
that first bite.
Another item I decided to try was
the crispy egg roll. To be honest,
this was pretty generic. There was
nothing . extraordinary about Dim
Sum King’s eggroll that I hadn’t
experienced before. That being said,
there was nothing wrong with it and
it was still delicious because eggrolls
are amazing.
I may not be an experienced dim
sum consumer, but one thing I do
know about is pot stickers. Naturally,
I had to order some. The minute I saw
these pot stickers, I knew I was in for
a treat. Their dough was noticeably
swollen with a chicken and ginger
filling. These were definitely high up
on my list of favorites, they were some
of the best pot stickers I’ve ever had.
Their filling was very flavorful and the
dough was perfectly soft and yummy.
As a ginger lover, I really enjoyed the
amount of ginger they mixed with the
filling; it made for a unique variation
on a pretty classic dish.
One dish I was disappointed with
was the “all kind of rice roll”.This was a
dish I was really excited to trybecause
I saw a number of people eating it in
the store. However, I found it to be
really plain, boring and slimy. The
dish is pork or shrimp wrapped in rice
dough. Maybe I’m missing something
here, but the texture was definitely
unpleasant and there wasn’t anything
added to the shrimp, so there was
no flavor.
Dim Sum King offered some great
options for anyone looking for a quick
and cheap meal. I was impressed with
how fantastic some dishes were, and
I will definitely be returning the next
time I’m in the International District.
I would highly recommend Dim Sum
King to anyone looking to try dim
sum for the first time, as they have a
lot of options that are easy to order.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
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"I'M MARRIED TO POETRY.” FR. SUNDBORG SAYS
Tess Riski
News Editor
Early each morning, a man wakes up,
sits in a chair in his bedroom, sips a
cup of coffee and reads a sampling of
poetry for 15 minutes. He then walks
out of the Arrupe House along the
upper mall of campus and begins his
day as the highest appointed official at
Seattle University.
President Fr. Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., says he is “married to poetry’’
He didn’t begin courting her until 11
years ago, when he first began reading
it. Now, he says, he’s “faithful to her,”
and can’t imagine life without her.
“I’m a priest,” he said. “And I have
a conviction that poetry is the twin
ofprayer.”
To him, prayer is about placing
oneself in the presence of an
unseen God.
“Poetry is putting yourself in the
presence of things that are beneath
the surface of what life is,” he said. “Its
deeper richness.”
He described finding poetry as a
revelatory experience.
“It’s like discovering a food that you
didn’t know you liked and you find
out it’s delicious,” he said.
Fr. Sundborg is most drawn to the
“selected works” of a poet, which
he says create a chronological,
autobiographical presentation of their
work and, ultimately, of their life, by
revealing thingsabout their childhood,
loves, marriages, engagements
and sexuality.
The president has no interest in
writing poems, but enjoys reading
contemporary poetry from the last
75 years there is accessible and isn’t
jumbled into what he describes as a
“jigsaw puzzle” of literary devices.
Some of his favorite poets are Mary
Oliver, Billy Collins, Mary Stewart
Hammond, Philip Farkin and Seattle
University professors Sam Green and
Sharon Cumberland.
He explained that oftentimes, in
everyday life, there is more going on
beneath the surface than the reality of
what the physical world presents.
“All of us, at any time, are not fully
aware of the deeper dimensions of
what our experience is,” he said. “And
what poetry does, it gets underneath
the soil of life and it gets down to the
more tender tentacles or roots of the
plant of life.”
He recited a poem called “Entering
History” by Mary Stewart Hammond.
“There’s dimensions of myself that
I cannot express for myself that [her
poem] will express for me,” he said.
While he speaks about poetry, it
appears as if the president is in a
daydream in a far-off land. Perhaps
he’s in the Umbrian countryside
of Hammond’s poem. Maybe he’s
wandering back to fond childhood
memories. But it is clear that the
written art form has a captivating
power over him.
He called Mary Stewart Hammond
“exquisite,” adding that in reading
her selected poems, “I’m reading the
biography ofher heart.”
About 25 minutes into the interview,
his secretaryknocks and says someone
of great importance is on the phone.
“Could you arrange a time for me to
talk with them some other time?” he
asks the secretary.
The conversation resumes, as does
the trance-like expression in his voice.
Poetry soothes him, and it appears as
if the discussion of it does, too.
Fr. Sundborg said he works 60 to
70 hours a week and the “topsoil,” or
surface level, of his life is rather rigid.
“And poetry gets underneath it,” he
said. “Under the texture of what life is
like, underneath all that hardness, and
it sort of loosens the ground there.”
He says he is faithful not just to
poetry, but also to his poets; he only
reads one poet at a time, their entire
selected works, over the course of
six or so weeks. He added that he’d
much rather read 100 poems written
by one poet than one poem from 100
different poets'
He says his reading of poetry
affects the way he carries himself and
ultimately, his leadership style. He
described himself as a reader and says
every leader ought to be one because
reading informs, takes us places and
keeps us alive mentally.
“It’s not just the poetry of the 15
minutes,” he said. “But it loosens the
ground ofyourself.”
The president keeps a notepad of
paper documenting every book he’s
read as president of Seattle University
for the last 20 years. “There’s 67
pages of the books that I’ve read.” He
estimates he’s read about 670 books in
ENTERING HISTORY by Mary Stewart Hammond
The door to the poem opens in. and a couple enter,
set down their luggage, and stand, backs to the door,
silhouetted against the light, taking in the room.
They step through French doors in the far wall
impastoed Umbrian kingdom swoops away
and down. They have climbed this world in first
and second gear, half the afternoon, past 12th century belfries
and 500-year-old cypresses, up the very blacktop
switchbacking through the view. Dirt roads lead off it,
wandering Etruscan boundaries to invisible purpose.
An ancient farm truck, no bigger than a pencil eraser,
and the only sign of life and the 21 st century, crawls,
without a sound, along one of them. On distant hills,
the honey and terra cotta ofAssisi, Spello, Spoleto,
for the habitation ofhumans the size of seeds
on white-haired dandelions. She leans her head on his shoulder.
He kisses her. They’ve already shrunk half an inch
since they began their lives together. They turn.
reenter the room, cross back and forth in profile, unpacking.
*
He's acquired a stomach, and his hair has gone white.
She pulls offher clothes. There is a scar on her breast,
one in her armpit; three more run like roads
across and dow n her belly. A bloom of spider veins
tattoos her calf. They're getting old. but not so old
we sht.
B.
Tomorrow they'll drive off into the view. For now.
they'll awaken in this minor city ofCod
dusk erasing their bodies.
FEBRUARY 15, 2017 (
the last two decades, many of which
are poems.
“So I become like a friend [to the
poet], and the person becomes like a
friend to me,” he said. “And that sort
ofsoftens my life.”
Tess may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SEATTLE U STUDENT COMPETES IN MOPOP’S SOUND OFF! FINALS
HaleyWitt
Staff Writer
Perched on a stool, Jason McCue had
only his guitar to keep him company
on stage at the Museum of Pop
Cultures Sound Off! Semifinals last
Friday night.
Despite being the only solo act ofthe
evening, McCue captivated the crowd.
He plucked out fast-paced folk tunes,
stringing lyrics together in ways that
elicited cheering and laughter from
the audience.
McCue is a junior at Seattle
University and is the current
Promotions Director and Venue
Manager for the student-run radio
station KXSU.
He started writing music in
high school in his hometown of
Philadelphia. He was in a band with
his friends then, but started working
on solo projects once he got to
Seattle University.
His music is inspired by artists like
Elliott Smith, Jeff Buckley, Modest
Mouse, Tom Waits “and the Beastie
Boys, always the Beastie Boys,”
McCue said.
Looking around the Sky Church
at the Museum of Pop Culture or
‘MoPop”, you could see that people
were listening intently to every word
McCue sang.
“I like words a lot,” McCue said. “I
think words are very cool. Just the
way you can kind of shape them and
manipulate them to say something
different from what the words
»
themselves are saying. I like stories a
lot too. Lyric-stories are my favorite
kind of song lyric because that’s
what music can be sometimes, is just
another way to tell a story.”
MoPop’s Sound Off! competition is
a Battle of the Bands-style competition
for bands with members under 21
years of age. Sound Off! began in 2001
and has since helped bands like Naked
Giants, The Lonely Forest, Schoolyard
Heroes and others launch their careers
in the music industry.
Last year’s Sound Off! runner-up,
Paris Williams, who goes by the name
Paris Alexa on stage, had a lot of fun
16
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watching McCue perform.
“Jason’s amazing,” Williams said.
“He’s amazing lyrically and on the
guitar— he looked like he was birthed
from a guitar, and his concepts are so
amazing. He can fit them in funny and
ironic ways with these crazy
melodies.
I thinkhe has so much star power and
I love that he’s so humble.”
The judges were equally impressed
by McCue, ranking him first place in
the semifinal round, and guaranteeing
him the opportunity to compete in the
Sound Off! Finals.
The runner up, electronic group
Fluencie, won the “Fan Favorite”
award of the night.
Natalia Aristides, lead vocalist
for Fluencie, was grateful for the
opportunity to perform in the
Sky Church.
“It was definitely the best venue
we’ve played, the sound system, the
venue was amazing,” she said.
Her father, Dino Aristides, said
he was proud of what she had
accomplished so far.
“It’s the first time I’ve watched her
perform live and I’m amazed. I mean,
One ofmany bandsperforming at Mo Pop.
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I bought her a guitar when she was
little and she started writing songs,
but I didn’t know she could do this.”
Alternative boy band Mission 253
and indie-folk band Cult Brides also
played in the semifinal round. Cult
Brides drove all the way from Boise,
Idaho to perform in Sound Off!.
“The performance went so well, I
love playing music with my friends
and that, bottom line, is the best,”
said Ruby Somoza, lead vocalist for
Cult Brides.
Each of the performers seemed to
express a similar sense of gratitude for
the community that Sound Off! has
built around the competition.
Raja Drah, drummer for Mission
253, said that this was the most
comfortable show he has ever played.
“I’m just glad that there’s no
animosity,” Drah said. “Sound Off! is
a place where it’s not a competition.
They said at orientation, ‘It’s not a
competition.’ Basically, you come
here to display your passion and your
talent for music.”
There are two more semifinalrounds
on Feb. 17 and 24. The winners from
each semifinal round, along with one
“Wild Card” pick fromthe runner-up
bands, will compete in the Sound Off!
Finals on Saturday, March 11.
Jason McCue will play the same set
on March 11.
“If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it,” he said
with a laugh.
He was excited to show his family
back home videos and. pictures of his
performance, and was energized from
all the people who had walked up to
him after the show.
“I felt like a politician,” he said. “I
was shaking everybody’s hand like
‘Oh well thank you very much, I’ll see
you in 2018?’
To listen to Jason McCue, check out
his Bandcamp at www.jasonmccuel.
bandcamp.com. To shake hands with
Jason McCue, you can see him live
on March 11, and purchase tickets
at www.mopop.org/programs-plus-
education/programs/sound-off/.
Haleymay be reached at
hwitt@su-spectator.com
KINSEY GALLERY
Natalie Monahan
Volunteer Writer
Paintings, portraits, drawings and
sculptures filled the Kinsey Gallery
on Feb. 4 with color and imagery,
displaying the talent ofsome of Seattle
University’s staff and faculty.
The gallery will showcase
the artistic diversity found
in the visual arts program at
Seattle U.
Images and figures resembling
people, animals, and places fill the
canvases on the walls. Other pieces
display digital prints of everyday
sights seen in everyday life, like
Operations Manager Em Olson’s piece
“Commute//Hold.”
Among the paintings and digital
prints are small soap sculptures of
ordinary items such as a couch, chair,
and shovel.
„
The soap sculptures titled “Angled
Sofa,” “Shovel” and “Armchair” by
Assistant Professor Father Trung
Pham S.J., might seem like ordinary
objects but they have a much deeper
meaning to the artist.
“What inspired me was the common
object, like ordinary object in our
daily lives, like a chair, and a sofa,”
said Pham. “I am very fascinated
with
these objects because I reflect back
to my immigrant experience where
I came to the United States from
Vietnam 26 years ago.”
Pham described how, as an
immigrant, he finds his identity
through common objects by relying
on their familiarity and stability.
“I love carving them now but also I
reflect back on the experience in that
momentwhen my life was fluctuating.”
said Pham. “I moved there to here
because of the sponsorship of the U.S.
government. After the fall of Saigon
and the Vietnam War, all the soldiers
were captured and put in prison. My
dad was in prison for seven years after
the war.”
After Pham’s fatherwas released, the
U.S. government sponsored his family
to come to the United States. This
caused inner turmoil for Pham, as he
was only 15 at the time.
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“Everything changes. Leaving
familiar things behind, like loved
ones, friends, new culture, along with
learning a new language.” He recalled
yearning to see his grandmother,
not having friends and crying on
the inside.
In this hardship, one of the only
sources of comfort were the common
instruments and tools around him,
such as the bathtub, sofa, chair, shovel
and vacuum cleaner.
“I see them everywhere, but you
never notice until everything else
changes,” Pham said.
No matter where Pham went in his
life, he alwaysnoticed the same objects
around him. They gave him stability
during his uprooted experience as
an immigrant.
“You want to focus on the familiar
things around you. I found comfort
and stability and that is something I
consciously cling to.”
Adjunct Professor Dawn Cerny
took inspiration from Ernest
Hemingway and theater. Her pieces,
“Exterminating Angel,” “A Borrowed
Pain” and “Upon a Chair in a
Waiting Room,” are small exercises in
understanding the kinds of narratives
that can be constructed through the
arrangement of objects and bodies
in space.
“I use these kinds works on paper
to expand and inform the way that
Professor Naomi Kasumi’s installationpiece. samira shobeiri • the spectator
I understand color as an additional
character one can manipulate
relationally,” said Cerny.
She thought of these exercises like
Hemingway’s six word short stories:
a situation where you force yourself
to make formal and representational
choices economically that create a
tension between what is represented
and what is not.
“They are cinematic medicine ball
routines that shape my larger projects.”
Adjunct Professor Gretchen Bennett
found interest in daily experiences
that seem heightened and poignant
with her piece, “Messenger.”
“I make color pencil drawings
working with source materials like
personal photographs and video stills,”
Bennett said. “I think they first seem
to be photo realistic rendering but
they’re actually tracking my personal
daily interventions, moments and
experiences and observations.”
Bennett stated that her colored
pencil drawings explore personal
moments that might resonate in a
bigger way for more people than
justher.
“They explore personal and historic
memory in the context of everyday.”
When Bennett was working on
these drawings, she would notice daily
moments that looked normal, but
also seemed a little strange as well.
She would then take a picture of that
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moment in case she was inspired to
draw it. In this case, it was her husband
leaving for work early in the morning.
“While it’s figurative, it’s also
abstract enough for it to resonate
with someone outside myself or my
own experience,” Bennett said. “I try
to pick things that are not particular
to my experience I think intuitively I
pick things that could be speaking to
anybody’s daily experience.”
To give off this effect, Bennett used
a special technique that gives off a
shimmering effect to the drawing.
“When I use the color pencils I pick
a rain like mark, meaning that there
are gaps between each mark,” she said.
“So when you, the viewer, are looking
at it and move from side to side the
space between the marks changes the
wayyou see the drawing.”
This effect makes the viewers
feel that they can enter the space of
the drawing, making it accessible
yet mobile.
All of these pieces, along with a
variety of others can be found in the
Admissions Building until March 31.
Stop on by to experience the inner
minds and creativity of Seattle U’s
facultyand staff.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC’S CORNER: “FIFTY SHADES DARKER” DISAPPOINTS
Callie Craighead
Volunteer Writer
Instead of chocolates and teddy
bears, this Valentines Day was full
of handcuffs and blindfolds as “Fifty
Shades Darker” made its way to
theaters. Based on E.L. James’s best-
selling novel series, “Darker” is the
much anticipated sequel to “Fifty
Shades of Grey,” which was released
in 2015.
Directed by James Foley, this movie
finds college graduate Anastasia Steele
(Dakota Johnson) struggling to form a
relationship with CEO billionaire and
sadist Christian Grey (Jamie Dornan)
as she does not want to be a submissive
anymore. The movie exploresmuch of
Grey’s past as he begins to open up
to Anastasia. This second installment
shows a softer side and more personal
side of Grey to contrast his sadistic
tendencies in the bedroom.
In comparison to the last movie,
“Darker” is much more romantic and
shies away from heavy BDSM scenes.
While there are plenty of erotic scenes
featuring some light bondage, there
is only one scene in Grey’s infamous
“Red Room” that was perfectly
sound tracked to singer-songwriter
Halsey’s sultryvoice in her single “Not
Afraid Anymore.”
THIS WEEK IN ART...
WEDIESDAY THKSDAY MAY SATURDAY
WHAT: DIY APPRECIATION WHAT: DINNER, MOVIE WHAT: JSJ0 WHAT: BAKE SALE 4 ACLU
MONTHSHOW SOT»AN®a WHEN: THE SHOWBOX wAkwl
WHEN: 8 PM DISCUSSION DON T TELL ANYONE WHERE: 1 SO " WHERE: FRED WILDLIFE REFUGE
WHERE: VERMILLION WHEN: 6 PM
WHERE: CASEY COMMONS
SU1IAY M0IDAY TUESDAY
WHAT: THE PAJAMA GAME WHAT: WELL WHAT: REAL LOVE'90S
WHERE: THE 5TH AVENUE WHERE: SEATTLE REPERTORY WHEN: FREE BEFORE 10 PM
THEATRE
.
THEATRE WHERE HAVW.
1 M \s0 1 mam 1
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Despite this shift towards romance,
the performance of the protagonists
felt very stiffand lacked the passion the
roles required. Dornan and Johnson
have long been said to be lacking
in on-screen chemistry, with some
pointing to their strained relationship
off-screen. While the first movie was
bearable, the lack of chemistry was
very apparent in “Darker.”
While Anastasia’s charming
awkwardness was the comedic relief
of the first movie, in this movie her
wit was limited and her character was
boring. Dornan’s uninspired portrayal
of the mercurial Mr. Grey was similar
to the last movie. However, he did
have some moments where his acting
ability shone through, especially
in scenes where he was angry and
forced to yell. However, in the scenes
that required affection and loving, he
seemed stiff.
The plot of the movie is consistent
with the book with both conflict
between Anastasia and Christian
trying to make their relationship
work and outside dangers such as
Anastasia’s creepy boss (Eric Johnson)
and Christian’s former submissive
who is out for revenge, Leila Williams
(Bella Heathcote.) However, the
movie seemed rushed at points. For
heavily advertising and marketing
the masquerade ball, the scene only
lasted about five minutes in total and
was disappointing. For the amount
of conflict present in the book, the
writers definitely faced a challenge
to fit all of the action into a two
hour film.
The audience definitely got to see
more ofMr. Grey’s body in this movie,
especially in a scene featuring him
working out in his gym, a fact that
I (as well as the swooning middle-
aged women surrounding me at the
premiere) greatly appreciated. The sex
scenes and nudity were very tastefully
done and did not feel smutty or dirty.
Despite being filmed in Vancouver,
B.C., the movie is set in Seattle and
does have a very authentic feel, even
including 12th man signs in the
windows of stores in the background.
It also includes some beautiful aerial
shots of the city as well as Elliot Bay.
The Space Needle is constantly in
the background as a reminder that
the action takes place in Seattle.
Christian’s wealth and opulence is
perfectly displayed, with a fleet of
Audis, all Apple products, a luxurious
penthouse and of course, the
personal helicopter.
This movie introduced new
characters that were a breath of
fresh air. Eric Johnson’s portrayal of
Anastasia’s creepy yet charming boss
was sinister and on-point, making
him the saving grace of the movie and
someone to look for in the next movie.
As a self-admitted fan of the book
series as well as the first movie, I
wanted to love “Darker” but left the
movie feeling disappointed. For being
the most action-packed book in the
series, I thought the movie did not do
the book justice and that the acting
was uninspired and dry.
Overall, I give the movie 2.5 out of
5 stars, a rating definitely bolstered
by the fact that I am a fan of the
books and an appreciator of Dornan’s
muscular physique. The movie was
lacking passion needed from its
protagonists and seemed hurried. For
any fans of the series, a quick tip: stay
for the credits, as there is a sneak peek
for the final movie in the trilogy “Fifty
Shades Freed” planned to be released
in February of 2018. It has already
been filmed, so that will leave you with
plans for next Valentine’s Day as well.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
SEATTLE U BASEBALL READIES THEMSELVES FOR THE LONG HAUL
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
With Opening Day just around
the corner, the Seattle University
Redhawks are ready to get their season
started. Head coach Donny Harrel
is entering his eighth season leading
the program and has his guys primed
to make another run at the Western
Athletic Conference (WAC) title.
After finishing with a program best
37 wins and a regular season WAC
title, expectations are high. They were
picked towin the WAC again this year,
but the team has its sights set on a
higher goal. Their 2016 season ended
unceremoniously with a 4-0 loss to
Utah Valley in the WAC Tournament
championship game.
“We didn’t get into a regional, so
that loss to Utah Valley puts a chip on
our shoulder going into 2017” coach
Harrel said. “Our main focus will
always be to win the conference itself,
we raised our goal from 35 wins last
year to 40 wins this year, we want to
raise our RPI as well as knock down
that final door and win a conference
tournament.”
The Redhawks have a good chance
to accomplish these goals with the
team that the coaching staff has put
together. They are led by their pitching
staff, which has three guys who were
selected to the preseason All-WAC
team. Nick Meservey leads the way,
earning the preseason WAC Pitcher of
the Year selection after posting a 2.32
ERA and 79 strikeouts in 81.1 innings.
Starter Tarik Skubal and reliever
Connor Moore were also named to
the team.
As has been the philosophy with
this coaching staffin the past, pitching
and defense will win them games.
They start the season with Janson
Junk on the mound and are excited
to see what freshman Nathan Bonck,
who was named the 66th best pitching
prospect for his class, has to offer. On
top of that last year’s closer, Zach Wolf,
SPORTS
was named to the National Collegiate
Baseball Writer’s Association 2017
Stopper of the Year Preseason Watch
List, the top award for relievers at the
college level. This honor comes on the
heels of a freshmanyear that saw Wolf
set a single season program record
for saves with 12, to go along with 25
strikeouts in 35.2 innings.
“We came in wanting a deep
pitching staff to help protect guys like
Meservey and Skubal who are coming
back from injuries. Our pitching staff
will dictate our success,” Harrel said.
The offense is going to go under
some changes after losing a lot of big
bats last year.
“We’ve got some shoes to fill with
a couple draft picks being lost in
(Brock) Carpenter and (Michael)
McCann and our two time MVP
Sheldon Stober,” coach Harrel said.
“We’re going to rely heavily on Griffin
Andreychuk and Sean Sutton who has
taken on a leadership role. Sutton hit
.337 and was an All-WAC pick and is
just a catalyst.”
Andreychuk, a senior shortstop, and
PHOTO COURTESY OF SEATTLEU ATHLETICS
Shortstop Griffin Andreychuk enters hisfourth year startingfor the Redhawks.
Sutton, a junior first baseman, figure
to be the big bats in the lineup, but the
team has proven returners who
will be
called upon to fill in the gaps in the
offense left from last years seniors.
Junior Dalton Hurd did a little bit of
everything last year hitting for average
(.282), scoring 36 runs, stealing 18
bases and hitting four home runs.
This is a team bringing 10 freshmen
onto the roster, so returning players
will play a big role on the team,
providing leadership and experience.
A young team is not always the best
thing, as they have a lack of experience
on a higher level of play, but Harrel is
confident in the young guys he
and
his coaches recruited. It provides an
interesting contrast to conference
rival New Mexico State, who field
20 seniors on their roster. But the
Redhawks come into the season with a
programhigh 35 players on the roster,
and they are all ready to perform when
called upon.
“Coming out to a game you will see
us play hard,” coach Harrel said. “We
are a relaxed group, but our intensity
level is good during the games. The
kids are really coached up. We had
some of the top hitting and defensive
stats last year. You should see us have
fun, play hard, respect our opponents
and have great character, and act the
same way in a win as a loss.
“It’s time to get back to work.”
Willy may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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TIME OUT SESSION: ALEXIS MONTGOMERY THRIVES IN HER SENIOR YEAR
Carlos Cervantes
StaffWriter
Alexis Montgomery, senior
communications studies major
and wing for the Seattle University
women’s basketball team, is the latest
player to be named Conference Player
of the Week. Though the women’s
team had something of a difficult
start to this season, Montgomery has
been hitting her stride all throughout,
having overcome the injury that kept
her from playing in the 2015-2016
season.
Q: What was it like to be recognized
as Conference Player of the Week?
AM: To get Conference Player of the
Week your team needs to win, so that
was a team effort there. I owe it to my
team and my coaches for knowing
when and where to set me up. All
those people playing hard against me
in practice prepares me for things that
I might face in a game, so it’s more of a
teamaward even if it was justawarded
to one person.
Q: How do you think the season has
gone for you and the team?
AM: We started off kind of rocky,
but I think a lot of it was getting used
to each other, which was our new
players, new staff and a different type
of play. But I think we’ve learned to
pick up each other’s tendencies and
what we like to do on offense so I
think it’s advancing in a positive way.
Q: How was your experience
returning to the team after
your injury?
AM: Coming back was interesting
since I was coming back to a new staff,
I wasn’t coming back to the people I
got the injury with. They were not
with me when the injury happened; it
was kind of nice because they didn’t
expect for me to play any differently
from how I had played in the past. It
worked out in my favor a bit to come
back to a fresh start.
20 SPORTS
Q: What are some of the challenges
you and the team have overcome this
season?
AM: I think the biggest challenge
for us was at the start of the season,
when we had worked really hard off-
season, then coming in and losing to
some teams I think we should have
won against. But we just kept working
and working and now it’s paying off.
I guess we struggled a little bit but we
workedhard and it’s paid off.
Q: Which opponents do you think
you’ll have to prepare for the most?
AM: Every WAC game is super
important to us fromnow on. We were
ranked 7th in pre-season and I think
that every game is an opportunity
to prove ourselves and prove that we
should not have been ranked where
we were. Each game is important no
matter who we play.
Q: Any shout-outs for someone that
has been having a good season so far?
AM: ObviouslyKaylee Best, shout-out
to her. She’s been working super hard
as always. Some of our freshmen have
really stepped up, for example Kamira
Sanders has picked up her role and
ran with it, and has been doing really
well for us. Claire Metoyer is our
solid point guard and Jacinta Beckley
came in from the bench to start and
has been really helpful in scoring and
getting our team going in WAC play.
Q: What are some of your goals after
graduation?
AM: I really like marketing in general
but I think the biggest overall goal of
mine is to always stay around sports
and I feel like that would be a way
to do that. I also like travelling, so
hopefully that will all play into what
my future career will be.
Q: What do you enjoy doing to relax
after basketball and yourclasses?
AM: I love going to different
restaurants and eating a lot of different
typesof food, I love traveling and then
just Netflix and hanging out, nothing
too crazy. It’s just nice to remove
yourself from basketball sometimes
and just do what you did before you
startedplaying.
Montgomery and the rest of the team
have five games left in the season
before the WAC championships,
JESSICA DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
Alexis Montgomery (No. 24) was named WAC’s Player of the Week after she re-
corded herfifth double-doubleof the season.
the last three of which will be home
games at the Connolly Complex. To
get caught up on the results for this
season, get tickets for the remaining
games and also learn more about the
players, visit http://www.goseattleu.
com.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
SU WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM’S PASSION CRUSH UMKC AT HOME
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
Stomps were felt throughout the court.
Redhawk fans were alive Saturday
afternoon yelling with racing hearts
“DEFENSE” when UMKC’s offense
was sweating for a field goal and
yelling proudly, “WE ARE, SU! WE
ARE, SU!” during the remaining five
seconds of the game.
With motivation behind the
Play4Kay pink game and bleachers
full offans on sight, Seattle University
women’s basketball team won the
University of Missouri Kansas City,
UMKC, women’s basketball team on
Saturday afternoon at the Connolly
Complex with a striking 74-52. With
this win, theRedhawks remain second
in the Western Athletic Conference
(WAC), 8-1.
“I thinkyou grind out wins, and that
was a grind out. I lookat the score and
you’re thinking it was a comfortable
MEN’S BASKETBALL SPLIT ROAD TRIP
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
The Seattle Universitymen’s basketball
team (12-12, 4-5 WAC) experienced
the good and the bad in their last two
games. On Feb. 9, the Redhawks won
against the Chicago State University
men’s basketball team (0-24, 0-10
WAC), 90-64, and lost against the
University of Missouri Kansas City
men’s basketball team (6-17, 1-9
WAC) on Feb. 11,102-72.
Guiding the Redhawks to their win
against Chicago State, senior forward
for the Redhawks, William Powell
contributed 24 points, six assists
and six free throws. Zach Moore, a
sophomore guard, contributed six
free throws and five 3-pointers. Of the
26 assists the Redhawks completed,
senior guard Brendan Westendorf
dished nine.
“I knew that we would handle the
adversity and the environment well,
but it’s good to see us handle it in such
an overwhelming fashion,” said head
coach Cameron Dollar in an interview
win and it wasn’t a comfortabL win
at all for us,” said first season Head
Coach Suzy Barcomb. “We had to
grind it out all the way through it and
make some plays, key stops, down to
the end.”
The Redhawks’ senior players led
the way. Senior Alexis Montgomery,
scored 22 points and had seven
assists. Kaylee Best had 19 points and
three assists.
“The biggest challenge was going
hard 100 percent [of] the time. I
mean, [UMKC] is a good team,”
Montgomery said. “So just pushing
through mentally and playing hard
the whole time was a big part.”
UMKC’s first quarter lead
heightened the Redhawks grit for
the remainder of the game as the
Redhawks began to dominate during
the second period of the game. They
were now up eight points, 32-24.
“[We] came out so strong in the
second quarter, holding them to 8
with Seattle University’s Athletic
Department.
On Jan. 14, the Redhawks also
brought home the win playing against
Chicago State at KeyArena, 65-50.
During this game, freshman guard
Matej Kavas managed to contribute
24 points, at that time, a career-high.
Two days after winning against
Chicago State on Thursday night, the
Redhawks traveled to face a tougher
test against the University of Missouri
Kansas City. The Redhawks dropped
down to only 13 assists, significantly
lower than the 26 assists they had
against Chicago State.
A key player in the game, Moore
successfully contributed five field
goals, four 3-pointers, four free
throws and was one of two players,
that managed a steal. Senior forward
Manny Chibuogwu also tried to
keep up with the pace UMKC came
out to the court with by scoring 14
points, including three 3-pointers and
four assists.
This performance wasn’t enough
to combat UMKC’s 20 assists that
points, that was great,” Best said.
Time was running out for UMKC
to make an astonishing comeback. As
the clock ticked to its final minutes,
the ‘Roos fell further behind.
Continuing their fight against
UMKC’s restless defense, the
Redhawks were able to score another
26 points along with another three
assists by Metoyer.
With an overall staggering 18
assists, teamwork was apparent in the
Redhawks tactics for another win in
the conference plays.
This game was especially important
for the ‘Hawks to win as it was their
annual Play4Kay game. Donations
during the game were raised for the
Kay Yow Cancer Fund, afund founded
in December 2007 and dedicated to
fighting women’s cancers. This game
hit home for some of the student-
athletes and for Barcomb.
“I’m here because I had a really
strong mom who died of cancer,”
Barcomb said. “So it’s another way
contributed to their overall field goal
successes. UMKC senior forward
Kyle Steward completed seven field
goals, two 3-pointers and three
assists. Freshman guard for UMKC,
Isaiah Ross, ended the game with a
completion of four field goals, two
3-pointers and made six of his seven
free throw attempts.
The Seattle U men’s basketball team
remains fifth in the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) standings, 4-5.
A standing below where they fell last
season, 7-7.
The Redhawks WAC action
continues on Thursday, Feb. 17 at the
Connolly Complex against Grand
Canyon University (17-9, 6-3). On
Saturday, Feb. 18, the Redhawks have
their Senior Night, their last game of
the season at the Connolly Complex
against CSU Bakersfield (17-7, 8-1).
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
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to say thanks for bringing me into
this world.”
“Our young women want to play
for a packed house every single time,”
concluded Barcomb. “We want our
community, we want everybody to be
proud of what we’re putting out here
on the floorand our product.”
The Redhawks play Grand Canyon
University, 4-5 in the WAC standings,
once more on Feb. 16 at 6 p.m.
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
KYLE KOTANI • THE SPECTATOR
No. 24 Alexis Montgomery defends the
UMKC guard.
MANDY RUSCH • THE SPECTATOR
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OP-ED: WHO WILL ANSWER TO STANDING ROCK?
Last week the Army Corps of Engineers issued the final easement for Energy
Transfer Partners to dig the remaining portion of the Dakota Access Pipeline.
This final stretch will be laid horizontally under Lake Oahehalfa mile upstream
from the Standing Rock Sioux reservation. The Army Corps decision came at the
behest ofPresident Trumps executive order pushing this pipeline and the already
dead Keystone XL pipeline through without proper review. Construction has
alreadybegun and the pipeline could carry oil in as little as 30 days. Meanwhile,
a federal judge has denied the tribes request to halt construction, arguing that
the damage cant be done until oil begins flowing. But the police violence, private
security attacks, and mass arrestshave already done greatharm to Standing Rock
and their allies. And with Federal, State, and County governments intent on
continuing the colonial assault on Indigenous land, water, and life by working
unabashedly for the oil companies and banks funding this pipeline, who will
answer to Standing Rock?
The president won’t. In fact, it is yet unclear if either president will. Congress
won’t. The soon-to-be-gutted EPA won’t. So how do we respond to the call by
Standing Rock for a last stand, which ifanything will be the beginning ofmerely
a different form of resistance?
We stop giving money to the banks that are funding DAPL. If you have
accounts with Wells Fargo, Citibank, US Bank, JP Morgan Chase, Bank ofAmerica,
Compass Bank, Royal Bank of Canada, HSBC Bank, or one of the other 9 banks
that have given Dakota Access $3.75 billion in credit, consider closing your
account. Go to a local branch or call customer service and tell them you want to
close youraccount specifically because oftheir support for the pipeline. Remember
thatbank tellersaren’t the enemy so be nice to them but be firm; they might try
to talk you out of it. Take your money to a credit union like Salal or BECU (they
also charge less exorbitant fees). Encourage your friends and family to also take
their money out of the 17 banks that fund DAPL.
We cut institutional ties with those banks. Look at your SU ID card and
flip it over, see the logo on the bottom right? “US Bank.” Why? Because SU
has a deal with US Bank for the latter to provide ID cards in exchange for a
monopoly on banking services on campus, rights to advertise to students, and
access to “significant on-campusactivities andevents.” In fact, SU receives royalties
depending on the “Penetration %” of the student body by US bank account
The Spectator editorial board consists ofJennaRamsey, ChristopherSalsbury, Nick Turner, Tess Riski, Bill Goldstein, Shelby Barnes, Cameron Peters, and Mandy Rusch. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of the Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
OPINION
creation. Student Governmentcould present a resolution to urge Connie Kanter,
VP of Finance and Business Affairs, to severe this agreement in response to
the bank’s support of this pipeline. Divesting from banks is the most direct
institutional route of action that takes away money from the projects thatharm
our communities. The City of Seattle just did this with Wells Fargo to the tune
of $3 billion, so why can’t we?
We support those who are on the frontlines. Water protectors have been
arrested and charged with egregious crimes such as inciting a riot, which is a
felony charge. The Standing Rock Sioux Tribehas taken on a heavy financial and
environmental burden of hosting the protest camps. If you or your families can
afford to, donate it to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe itself (standingrock.org), a
legal defense fund for water protectors (https://fundrazr.com/campaigns/1 1B5z8),
or the legal team fighting to stop the pipeline in court (lakotalaw.org).
We stop investing in the companies that will profit off the oil flowing
through this pipeline. You’ve heard it from me before but now is the time for
Seattle University to divest from fossil fuels. Urge the university to commit to
divesting and to informits investment manager to remove our comingled funds
that ultimately fund projects like the Dakota AccessPipeline. Sundborg says it is
too hardbut we must show him that the alternative is not only much harder on
those who will face the detriments but is also morally wrong.' Sign the petition,
come to our next event in March, and join the movement. Checkout SSA’s website:
divestsu.weebly.com for more information.
We put ourbodies on theline through directaction. The partial victoriesthat
have come against the pipeline, including the original plan for an Environmental
Impact Statement, did not come from either negotiatingalone or from the goodwill
of those in power. It was the direct action ofthe water protectors at Standing Rock
and activistsacross the globe that are targeting banks, oil companies, the Army
Corps of Engineers, and other guilty parties that have had the biggest impact.
Now with the government’s obvious support of the pipeline, direct action takes
on an even more crucial role. Stay tuned for how to get involved in direct action!
—Nicolas Cruz
Contact Nicolas with questions or to get plugged in at cruzn@seattleu.edu.
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/ Aear //*ere is a landslide warning outfor all of
• western Washington, since our school is at the top of
a hill, should I be worried?
Concerned,
Dancing in the rain
A
Hello my concerned friend,
• Well considering that the Alaskan Viaduct has stayed
*
up this long, I think we can take our chances.
We are all going to be swimming with fish soon,
Papa
QTwo
ofmyfriends partied too hard this weekend. Ifeel
like they should have grown out ofthis by now. How
should 1 approach this and what should I tell them?
Sincerely,
A concernedfriend
A
Hello there,
• This sounds weirdly familiar... I think you should
*
approach them with two large glasses of water and
incriminating pictures from the night in question. Tell
them that they are not Freshman and that they need to
. act their age.
Is this sub-tweeting?
QPapa
Jon
9 Iam really nervous about participating in Dance
• M rathon over the weekend. I don’t know ifI can last
all 16 hours, what do I do?
A
Hello fellow dancer,
• Don’t be scared, it is an amazing time. I have done
*
dance marathon for the past two years and have been
able to get through the full 16 hours. Yes, it’s going to
be hard, but you have to convince yourself that you can
do it! Also, if you feel like you cannot dance for that
long, feel free to take a break in the wellness room!
You are STRONG!
Papa Jon
To submit a question, go to http://ask.fm/DearPapaJon. I can’t wait to
hear from you all!! Love, Papa Jon
DEAR PAPA
JON...
by Jon Cantalini
FEBRUARY 15, 2017 23
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Seattle U hosts Immigration
Summit on campus. Read on p. 11
